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Abstract

For statistical pattern recognition, in order to obtain high
recognition accuracy, it is very important to estimate distri-
bution precisely. In many cases, the distribution of feature
vectors which are extracted from recognition objects is as-
sumed to be normal, however it is more intricate and volatile
in practice. It is thought to be more feasible to assume the
distribution as mixed normal distribution. To estimate the
mixed distribution precisely, a great number of training sam-
ples are required, especially in the case that the number of di-
mensions of feature vector is large. But unfortunately, com-
pared with the number of dimensions, there are always not
enough training samples. For this reason, the mixed nor-
mal distribution estimation is rarely used in recognition prob-
lems using high dimensional vectors, for example, character
recognition. In this paper, by introducing Simplified Maha-
lanobis distance to the maximum likelihood estimates, the
mixed normal distribution estimation algorithm for high di-
mensional vectors is proposed. As a practical application, the
estimation algorithm is adopted to character recognition. A
multi-template dictionary is constructed with consideration
of the distribution of each category. The effectiveness of the
proposed method is examined by experiments using Japanese
characters.

1 Introduction

Significant achievements are made by statistical pattern
recognition methods considering distributions of sample pat-
terns in a feature space. For statistical pattern recognition, in
order to obtain high recognition accuracy, it is very important
to estimate distribution precisely. In many cases, the distri-
bution of feature vectors which are extracted from recogni-
tion objects is assumed to be normal, however, they are much
more intricate and volatile in practice. It is thought more fea-
sible to assume the distribution as mixed normal distribution
and then estimate the shape of it. To estimate the mixed dis-
tribution precisely, a large number of training samples is nec-
essary, especially for treating high dimensional feature vec-
tors. For some pattern recognition problems, such as Chinese

and Japanese character recognition, very high dimensional
feature vectors are used. But unfortunately, compared with
the number of dimensions, there are always not enough train-
ing samples. For this reason, the mixed normal distribution
estimation is rarely used in the recognition problems using
high dimensional vectors, like character recognition.

Clustering problem is a common topic in pattern recog-
nition field. In Chinese and Japanese character recognition
research, various clustering methods are used to construct
multi-template dictionaries for multi-font printed characters
or handwritten characters [1], [2], [3]. Although these multi-
template dictionaries have effects for recognizing, there are
several problems that should be concerned. Considering the
characteristic of distribution of category, it is thought unnec-
essary to increase all categories with a fixed number. Divid-
ing a category without necessity will only increase the risk of
mis-classification and enlarge the size of dictionary. There-
fore, it is extremely important to select only categories that
may be recognized incorrectly and limit the size of dictio-
nary as small as possible. The other problem is as a category
being partitioned into more classes, the number of training
samples in one class becomes less and less. As a result, pa-
rameters are estimated with inadequate training samples, and
they will be unreliable.

In this paper, the mixed normal distribution estimation al-
gorithm for high dimensional vectors is proposed. This algo-
rithm is based on the maximum likelihood estimates [4]. In
the case that high dimensional vectors are used, the covari-
ance matrix usually cannot be estimated accurately. To avoid
the bad influence caused by this problem, a new probability
density function using Simplified Mahalanobis distance [5],
or SMD, is adopted instead of that of multivariate normal
distribution. The SMD is a discriminant function originally
proposed for character recognition.

As a practical application, the estimation algorithm is ap-
plied to character recognition. A new method of construct-
ing a multi-template dictionary based on the estimated mix-
ture distribution is proposed. First, by examining the rela-
tionship between two categories, the category with high mis-
classification possibility is selected and clustered. Then the
distributions of all classes that belong to the partitioned cat-



egory are estimated by the proposed estimation algorithm.
Consequently, only the categories that are considered neces-
sary to be partitioned into more classes are divided. More-
over, no matter how many classes a category is divided into,
the parameters of each class are estimated with the whole
training samples in that category. This evaluation process im-
proves the reliability of parameters. The effectiveness of the
proposed method is examined by experiments using Japanese
characters.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In
Section 2, the method of traditional maximum likelihood es-
timates of parameters of mixture normal distribution is de-
scribed. Then a new algorithm for estimating mixture dis-
tribution is proposed. In Section 3, a method to construct
a multi-template dictionary based on the estimated mixture
distribution is proposed. Finally, in Section 4, experiments
are carried out to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
method.

2 Mixture Distribution Estimation

2.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimates

First, the traditional maximum likelihood estimates of pa-
rameters of mixture normal distribution [4] is described in
brief. Assume that the distribution of categoryk is defined
as the following mixture normal distribution ofN (k) classes.
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Here,dM (x, θk
i ) is the Mahalanobis distance, and the defi-

nition is as follows.
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wheren is the number of dimensions of feature vector,λk
it is

thetth eigenvalue ofΣk
i sorted by descending order, andφk

it

is the eigenvector that corresponds toλit.
Denote the number of sample vectors of categoryk asM ,

and letxk
j be thejth sample vector(1 ≤ j ≤ M). In the tra-

ditional maximum likelihood estimates, parameters are esti-
mated iteratively by the following equations.
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2.2 Proposed Estimation Algorithm

In the case of using high dimensional feature vectors, com-
paring with the number of dimensions, the training samples
are always not enough, hence covariance matrix usually can-
not be estimated accurately [6], [7], [8]. Especially, the
terms that correspond to the smaller eigenvalues in Eq. 4
will include much more error [7]. For this reason, the SMD
is used instead of the Mahalanobis distance, and the term
(2π)n/2|Σk

i |1/2 is considered as a constant. The SMD re-
placesλit (t > L) of the Mahalanobis distance with the
mean value ofλit (t = L + 1, ..., n), and it is given as,
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Here,trΣk
i denotes the trace ofΣk

i .
As it is shown in Eq. 10, the SMD only uses the larger

eigenvalues. That means the smaller eigenvalues that the er-
ror mostly included in will not bring any influence to the



SMD. The SMD also makes the maximum likelihood esti-
mates of parameters possible even in the case that the num-
ber of samples is less than the number of dimensions. More-
over, the SMD has the same statistical properties as the Ma-
halanobis distance. Replacing the Mahalanobis distance by
the SMD,

p̃k
i (x|θk

i ) = C exp
{
−1

2
dS(x, θk

i )
}

, (13)

is used as the estimated component density function instead
of Eq. 2. Here,C is a constant.

How to decide the initial parameter vectorθk
i is another

problem for estimating the mixture distribution. It is very im-
portant to choose appropriate initial parameter vectors since
the result of estimation depends on the vectors. In our ap-
proach, initial parameters are given by the result of cluster-
ing. First, source mean vectors µk

i (i = 1, ...,N (k)) are
given. Then all the training vectors are clustered intoN (k)
classes byk-means algorithm [9]. Finally, mean vector and
covariance matrix for each class are calculated and they are
used as the initial parameters.

3 Application to Character Recogni-
tion

In this section, a new method to construct a multi-template
dictionary for accurate and efficient recognition of handwrit-
ten characters is proposed. By considering the relation be-
tween distributions of different categories, the possible oc-
currence of incorrect recognition is assumed. Based on the
proposed estimation algorithm, a clustering method to re-
duce mis-classification is developed. Here, the ETL9B [10]
is used for the character recognition experiments. It is the
largest public database in Japan and it includes both Chinese
and Japanese handwritten characters. There are 200 samples
of each character.

3.1 Feature Vector

The Improved Directional Element Feature [11] is used as
the feature vector here. It is calculated as follows. As shown
in Fig. 1, first an input image is normalized to64 × 64 dots,
and contour of the image is extracted. Next, orientation,
which is one of vertical, horizontal, and two oblique lines
slanted at±45◦, is assigned for each pixel. Then the im-
age is divided into 49 sub-areas of16 × 16 dots where each
sub-area overlaps eight dots with the adjacent sub-area. (For
example, meshed area of Fig. 1(d).) For each sub-area, a
four-dimensional vector is defined to represent the quantities
of the four orientations. Thus the total vector for one charac-
ter has 196 (= 49 × 4) dimensions.

64 dots

64
 d

ot
s 16 dots

16 dots

(a) Input (b) Normalized image (c) Contour image

(d) Oriented-dot image (e) One sub-area

Figure 1: Improved Directional Element Feature.

3.2 Feature Region

Here, the concept offeature region [12] is explained. As-
sume the sample vectors of categoryk are classified into sev-
eral classes. Theith feature region of categoryk is a region
where the sample vectors of classi of categoryk distribute,
and it is defined as follows.

Rk
i =

{
x

∣∣∣dM (x, θk
i ) ≤ dmax

}
. (14)

Here,dmax is determined to makeRk
i include the vectors of

categoryk as much as possible. If there are enough sample
vectors compared with the number of dimensions, the values
of the Mahalanobis distance will distribute according to bi-
asedF -distribution [13]. Then by deciding the percentage of
the sample vectors that distribute in the region, the value of
dmax can be determined theoretically. However, in character
recognition process, it is difficult to prepare enough samples
compared with the number of dimensions of feature vector.
Here,dmax is determined to be the Mahalanobis distance be-
tween the mean vector and the farthest vector in categoryk.
It is expressed as

dmax = max
j

dM (xk
j , θk

i ). (15)

Here,xk
j is thejth sample vector of classi of categoryk. An

illustration of a feature region is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: A feature region.

3.3 Relation Between Two Categories

When constructing a multi-template dictionary, dividing cat-
egories without necessity will only increase the risk of mis-
classification and the computation cost. Therefore, it is ex-
tremely important to select and cluster the categories that
may be recognized incorrectly.

Obviously, the categories regarded with mis-classification
possibility are different according to the used classifier. In
our previous work, the Euclidean distance is used to be the
classifier [14]. The brief summary is as follows. The cate-
gory considered necessary to be partitioned is selected. Fig. 3
shows an illustration. Denote the Euclidean distance between
x andµ asdE(x, µ). In Fig. 3(a), a vectorx that exists at the
end of the region of categoryl is recognized as in categoryk,
becausedE(x, µk

1) is smaller thandE(x, µl
1). In this case, if

categoryl is partitioned into two feature regions as shown in
Fig. 3(b),dE(x, µl

1) becomes smaller thandE(x, µk
1). That

means, after increasing the number of classes of categoryl,
the vectorx can be correctly recognized as categoryl.

As a classifier, the Mahalanobis distance or the SMD is
much more effective than the Euclidean distance [15]. In
order to obtain better recognition performance, the SMD is
adopted to be the classifier in this study. The number of di-
mensions (L in Eq. 10) is 30. In the case of using the Maha-
lanobis distance, the situation of mis-classification as shown
in Fig. 3(a) will not happen. Obviously, for the Mahalanobis
distance, the situations of mis-classification are totally dif-
ferent from the Euclidean distance. It is useful to know the
relation between two distributions of categories. As shown
in Fig. 4, there are three considerable relations:

• Non-overlap: There is no overlapped area of two cate-
gories.

• Semi-overlap: There is an overlapped area of two cate-
gories, however samples of only one category distribute
in the overlapped area.

• Overlap: There is an overlapped area of two categories,

dk d l<

dk d l>

(a) Before division

(b) After division

Category

Category

x

x

k

l
µk
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µk
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µ l
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µ

µ

µµ
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Figure 3: Method for avoiding mis-classification (Euclidean
distance).

and samples of both categories distribute in the over-
lapped area.

Among these three types of relations, in the case that distri-
butions of two categories are “Semi-overlap” or “Overlap,” a
mis-classification may happen.

Among the pairs of two categories, the numbers of “Non-
overlap,” “Semi-overlap,” and “Overlap” are investigated.
The Japanese characters in the database ETL9B are used, and
the number of kinds of characters is seventy-one. For each
character, the first 180 samples are used for investigation. A
part of the result is shown in Table 1, and this table is called
overlap-relation table. In the table, “Sample” means the kind
of character sample, and “Region” means the feature region.
That is, (k, l)th number is the number of samples of cate-
gory k within the feature region of categoryl. For example,
fourteen samples of are in the feature region of . These
14 images of are illustrated in Fig. 5. For comparison,
some images of are displayed in Fig. 6. Since the number
of categories is 71, the total number of pairs of categories is
2485. The numbers of “Non-overlap,” “Semi-overlap” and
“Overlap” are 2404, 57 and 24, respectively.

Continuously, the selection standard of division is consid-
ered. An example of “Semi-overlap” relation is shown in
Fig. 7(a). Some samples of categoryl are in the feature re-
gion of categoryk, but no sample of categoryk is in the
feature region of categoryl. In this case, dividing category
l does not change the situation. However, if categoryk is
divided as shown in Fig.7(b), the overlapped area may dis-



(a) Non-overlap

(b) Semi-overlap

(c) Overlap
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Figure 4: Three types of relations of two distributions.

Table 1: Results of investigation.

Sample
Region

· · ·
— 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 · · ·
0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 — 44 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — · · ·

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
. . .

appear and mis-classification may be avoided. For these rea-
sons, the categories that include samples of other categories

Figure 5: Character images of within the feature region
of .

Figure 6: Character images of.

(a) Before division

(b) After division
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l
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1

µ l
1
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µ
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Figure 7: Method for avoiding mis-classification (Maha-
lanobis distance).

are decided to be the division targets.

3.4 Construction of Dictionary

According to the above investigation, a method for construct-
ing a multi-template dictionary is proposed. Training sample
patterns are prepared for each category. Assume the distri-
bution of training patterns of categoryk to be the mixture
normal distribution ofN (k) classes. At first,N (k) = 1 for
all k, and the maximum number of mixture for one category
Nmax is defined. By repeating the following three proce-
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Figure 8: Source mean vectors.

dures, a multi-template dictionary is constructed.

1. Make an overlap-relation table like Table 1 using the
training samples.

2. Select a categoryc such thatN (c) < Nmax whose fea-
ture region includes the largest number of samples of
another category.

3. Increase the number ofN (c) and estimate the parame-
ters of mixture distribution of categoryc.

In our experiments,Nmax = 2. For source mean vectors,
µk

1 ± εφk
11 are selected, whereε is a small constant value

(see Fig. 8).

4 Experiments

In this section, experimental results of character recognition
using the dictionary constructed by the proposed method are
shown. In our study, objects of experiments are all kinds of
handwritten Japanese characters in the database ETL9B, and
the number of kinds of characters is seventy-one. For each
character, the first 180 samples are used for training data and
the rest of 20 samples are used for testing data. For compar-
ison, the dictionary without devision (called single-template
dictionary) and the dictionary constructed by dividing all the
categories into two classes (called two-class dictionary) are
also used for the experiments.

4.1 Comparison of the Dictionaries

The dictionary is constructed by the algorithm described in
Section 3.4. The overlap-relation table of this dictionary is
shown in Table 2. All the pairs of eight characters in the
table become “Non-overlap.”

The numbers of three relations for three kinds of dictionar-
ies are summarized in Table 3. The first three rows indicate
the numbers of “Non-overlap,” “Semi-overlap” and “Over-
lap”. Comparing results of the proposed method with the
single-template, the numbers of “Semi-overlap” and “Over-
lap” decrease tremendously. These results have shown that

Table 2: Number of overlapped samples after constructing
dictionary.

Sample
Region

· · ·
— 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — · · ·

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
. . .

Table 3: Results of division.
Single-
template

Two-
class

Proposed
method

Non-overlap 2404 2476 2476
Semi-overlap 57 6 6
Overlap 24 3 3
# of classes 71 142 118

the possibility of mis-classification is reduced by dividing
categories. The fourth row in the table displays the total
number of classes. By using the proposed method, 47 out
of 71 categories are divided, and the total number of classes
is 118. In other words, 24 categories are decided unneces-
sary to be divided. With smaller size of dictionary, the pro-
posed method has obtained the same results as the two-class
method. It proves the proposed method is able to choose the
categories that need to be divided.

4.2 Experimental Results

Experiments of recognizing testing data are carried out. The
results (error rates) of the three methods are shown in Table 4.
The error rate of the proposed method is the smallest among
these three methods. These experimental results have shown
the effectiveness of the proposed method. The fact that the
proposed method is better than two-class shows that dividing
a category without necessity not only enlarges the size of
dictionary but also increases the risk of mis-classification.

Fig.9 shows the mistaken characters of one set of seventy-
one characters by three methods. The wrong selected can-

Table 4: Experimental results.

Single-
template

Two-
class

Proposed
method

Error rate 5.9% 6.5% 5.1%



Single-template
Two-class

Proposed method

Figure 9: Mistaken characters.

didates are also shown in the parentheses. Even though the
results of single-template are correct,, and are mis-
taken by the two-class method. The reason of failure is that
the two-class method clusters all categories by a fixed num-
ber without considering any between-class information of
distributions of samples, even in the cases of, and
that need not to be partitioned. In contrast, the proposed
method clusters categories determined necessary to be par-
titioned, and estimates the region of each category precisely.
As shown in Fig.9, except , which is mis-classified by all
methods, there is no more wrong candidate selected by the
proposed method.

The difference between the proposed method and most
conventional multi-template methods is the proposed method
uses all training samples to estimate parameters of a class. In
order to compare with method that calculates the parameters
of a class only with the training samples belong to the class,
another experiment is carried out. As the clustering method,
LBG algorithm[16] is used. The error rate of this experi-
ment is 5.7%. This result has shown that estimating mixture
distribution by the proposed method is more effective than
conventional clustering method.

5 Conclusions

In order to estimate the distribution of feature vectors in a
feature space, it is more feasible to assume the distribution as
mixed normal distribution. However, the mixed normal dis-
tribution estimation is rarely used in high dimensional recog-
nition problems, because usually there are not enough train-
ing patterns.

In this paper, a new algorithm to estimate the parameters of
the mixed normal distribution is proposed. This algorithm is
based on the maximum likelihood estimates. By introducing
the Simplified Mahalanobis distance to the estimation pro-
cess, the maximum likelihood estimates of parameters can
be done in the case of inadequate training samples. The pro-
posed algorithm is effective in treating the high dimensional
vectors.

As a practical application, a new method to construct a

multi-template dictionary for character recognition is pro-
posed. The proposed method is a repetitive process of
clustering and estimating mixture distribution by observ-
ing both within-class distribution and between-class infor-
mation. With this method, only the numbers of classes of
those categories determined to need much more classes are
increased. Moreover, no matter how many classes a category
is divided into, the parameters of each class are estimated
with the whole number of training samples in that category.
This evaluation operation improves the reliability of param-
eters. The effectiveness of the method has been affirmed by
experiments using handwritten characters. The results have
shown that low error rate is achieved with the small size dic-
tionary constructed by the proposed method. This means, the
optimal number of classes for each character are prepared in
the dictionary by the proposed method. The proposed mix-
ture distribution estimation algorithm makes a new approach
to pattern recognition using high dimensional vectors, such
as character recognition.

This method can be easily applied for recognition of digits,
alphabets, and all kinds of Chinese and Japanese characters.
To show the effectiveness for those characters is the future
problem. The proposed estimation algorithm can be adopted
to other problems using high dimensional vectors, and it is
also the future work.
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